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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has many development teams deploying into a single org. The business is very seasonal and
approaching its busiest season. The business owner comes to you asking for your advice about its next major
production release. 

What best practice should an architect recommend? 

A. Make declarative changes in production only. 

B. Bypass regression testing for minor changes. 

C. Avoid releasing near peak business periods. 

D. Developers should conduct user acceptance testing 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers CUC) is using Salesforce Performance Edition. They are planning to host weekly training sessions
for the next four weeks. Each training will be five days long and a new set of trainees will attend every week. UC wants
to train these users on samples of production data and delete all the data generated during the training session at the
end of the week. 

What optimal option should a technical architect recommend? 

A. Refresh a Partial Copy sandbox every weekend and load data needed using data loader. 

B. Refresh a Partial Copy sandbox every weekend and include an appropriate sandbox template. 

C. Refresh a Developer Pro sandbox every weekend and load data needed using data loader. 

D. Refresh a Developer Pro sandbox every weekend and include an appropriate sandbox template. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two actions will contribute to an improvement of code security? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Hire a company specialized in secure code review the current code. 

B. Implement a pull request and secure code review. 

C. Integrate a static code security analysis tool in the CI/CD process. 
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D. Use two developers to review and fix current code vulnerabilities. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) has multiple development teams that work on separate streams of work, with different
timelines. Each stream has different releases of code and config, and the delivery dates differ between them. 

What is a suitable branching policy to recommend? 

A. Leaf-based development 

B. Trunk-based development 

C. GitHub flow 

D. Scratch-org-based development 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) is planning for a huge data migration from a home grown on- premise system to Salesforce
as part of their Service Cloud Implementation. UC has approximately 5 million customers,10 million contacts, and 30
million active cases. Which are the three key areas that should be tested as part of Data Migration? Choose 3 answers 

A. Case association with correct contact and Account. 

B. Case assignment rules and escalation rules. 

C. Case Ownership along with associated entitlement and milestones. 

D. Data transformation against the source system. 

E. Page Layout assignment to the profiles 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers (UC) deploys major releases on a monthly schedule. In recent months, the team has noticed the
deployment time has increased two-fold from 2 hours to 4 hours .The team wants to get back to reasonable deployment
times. Which three issues could be affecting their deployment times? Choose 3 ans 

A. The number and complexity of Apex tests will have a large impact on the deployment time. 

B. Some components profiles, custom junction objects, and fields take longer to process than others. 

C. The deployments are being scheduled during off peak hours, which is not the best time. 
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D. Users are working in the org during deployment locking can affect users and the deployment. 

E. The team is highly constrained with pre-deployment and post-deployment changes. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

Salesforce has three major releases a year. 

Which type of change introduced by a release can cause automated browser tests to need updating? 

A. DOM changes 

B. New standard fields 

C. Metadata schema changes 

D. New Apex methods 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers are using Salesforce for Order Management and has integrated with an in-house ERP system for
order fulfillment. There is an urgent requirement to include a new order status value from the ERP system into the Order
Status pick list in Salesforce. Which are two considerations when addressing the above requirement? Choose 2
answers 

A. Existing Apex test classes may start falling in Production. 

B. Implement the change in the sandbox, validate, and release to Production. 

C. The change can be performed in Production, as it is a configuration change. 

D. Integration with the ERP system may not function as expected. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

What are three benefits of managing change with Packaged Development? Choose 3 answers 

A. Versioning to help with change management. 

B. Making the release cycle more efficient and agile. 

C. Modular development process with specification of dependencies among packages. 

D. Manage the number of sandboxes needed to successfully deploy. 
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E. Clearly divides developers and testers. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers is having trouble deploying metadata from SIT to UAT. UAT is complaining that it does not
recognize some new Salesforce metadata types to be deployed. The deployment from Dev to SIT worked perfectly
What could be the problem? 

A. There is no problem, this is expected behavior. 

B. UAT is on a preview release and SIT is not. 

C. SIT is on a preview release and UAT is not. 

D. Use the DX command line instead. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 11

The team at Universal Containers is building an application on Java that will interact with its Salesforce application.
They want to use SOQL queries to retrieve and make changes to smaller pieces of Salesforce metadata through this
application. 

Which API should the team leverage? 

A. Tooling API 

B. Any Salesforce API 

C. User Interface API 

D. Metadata API 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers (UC) has many different business units, all requesting new projects to be built into a single
Salesforce Org. UC management is concerned with a lack of appropriate project properties and roadmap for the
Salesforce ecosystem. What should an Architect recommend? 

A. Use design Standards for Governance. 

B. Create a Center of Excellence with a charter document. 

C. Create a Release Management Process. 
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D. Create project charters for each project. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which are two key benefits of fully integrating an agile issue tracker with software testing and continuous integration
tools? Choose 2 answers? 

A. Developers can see automated test statuses post code commit on a specific user story. 

B. Developers can collaborate and communicate effectively on specific user stories. 

C. Developers can observe their team velocity on the burn chart report in the agile tool. 

D. Developers can use the committed code\\'s build status directly on the user story record. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

Cloud Kicks is considering using an automated testing tool to help manage deployments between environments. 

When should the architect recommend the use of an automated testing tool? 

A. Automated tests should be run when branches are merged. 

B. Automated tests should be run dally in all Developer Orgs. 

C. Automated tests should be run only when merging into Full or Partial Copy sandboxes. 

D. Automated tests should be run daily in all Developer Orgs, and when branches are merged. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

Which are two characteristics of an effective communication plan? Choose 2 answers 

A. Requesting feedback for outstanding architectural questions 

B. Consistent communication to a pre -defined list of stakeholders 

C. Reporting project status, timelines, and impacts 

D. Communication to stakeholders on a "need -to -know" basis 

Correct Answer: BC 
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